Since it was proposed, smart growth has received more and more attention. How to establish an economically prosperous, socially equitable, and Environmentally Sustainable city becomes the project to every government. In this paper, we attempt to come up with a model to accurately evaluate the smart growth and give suggestions.
Select Sub-compactness
In view of the fact that compactness should be able to reflect the "efficient" and "high quality" in the economy, land, transportation, population, morphology and other aspects, we compute the comprehensive compactness from following subcompactness: Economic compactness, urban land and form compactness, traffic compactness and population compactness.
Based on the sub-compactness, we establish a set of system second-grade indexes as above. In the next analysis, we will calculate each index's value, then add them together to compute the comprehensive city compactness.
Comprehensive Evaluation Method: Entropy Method
Due to the overlapping information between indexes and the subjectivity of artificial weights, we use Entropy Method [2] . The basic principle is: if an index value variation degree is greater, then its entropy is smaller; the amount of information provided by the index is greater, then its weight is bigger. On the contrary, smaller variation represents bigger entropy; smaller amount of information represents smaller weight. Therefore, the entropy method can deeply reflect the utility value of index information entropy, besides give the more reliable index weights compared with the AHP and Expert Evaluation Method. ________________________________________ Xu Yang, North China Electric Pow er University, Baoding, China
Wuhu Appraisal Model
First we construct the original index data matrix:
The amount of plans to be evaluated is m, the amount of evaluation index is n. In our model, we select 3 different year to evaluate, and 16 evaluation index, so m=3, n=16.
Due to the difference of dimension, quantity and positive/negative orientation between each index, the original data should be standard transformed.
Assume that the ideal value of index j is x , we can derive that:
Then we can define the standard matrix as { } 
The weight of each index is:
The j g stands for differential coefficient, it equals to 1 jj ge  , based on the data from National Bureau of Statistics of China, we have calculated the weights of each second-grade index of city compactness (Table One) . Final step is computing the evaluation value of sample:
The total evaluation value of sample is i ij ff   , and we have calculated Wuhu
City's each sub-compactness value and comprehensive compactness value (Table  Two) . From 2005 to 2015, we can note that the comprehensive compactness of Wuhu is increasing year by year, which illustrates that Wuhu is growing more and more compacted, that is to say, growing smarter and smarter, but we must analyze every detail in carefulness according to the 10 principles of smart growth. So we stimulate the curve of each sub-compactness.
Firstly, let's focus on the economy, economic compactness grows fastest within all the sub-compactness, so we can infer that the government list economic development as the primary goal. And this is mainly determined by the Per capita GDP development and Per capita gross industrial output development.
Then, the Traffic Compactness also increases, this can reflect that Wuhu is increasing the transportation infrastructure construct by actively purchasing buses and expand the area of road.
Relatively, the urban land and form compactness is growing slower than the first two sub-compactness as the table shows, Wuhu is gradually turning to expand the urban area, widen urban coverage, and this can be explained by the New District Plan advocated by the Chinese Central Government.
But the population compactness is at a trend of decreasing, what causes the phenomenon? That is mainly because population growth rate can't keep up with the expansion of urban area, and the newly developed district isn't able to provide enough employment. So the population is not compacted enough.
Future Work  Take other relevant factors into account  Recalculate and remodel based on more accurate data  Use our model to measure more cities, and make a ranking of compactness.
